
HOW MEDIA DEFINES FEMININITY

Webster's dictionary defines masculinity and femininity without social qualities. Masculine is â€œhaving qualities
appropriate to or usually.

Of course, you are stereotyping massively if and when you try to describe 'femininity'. Images and
expectations of gender roles are highlighted through a variety of platforms and sources like the structure of
language, activities, media, school settings, historical passages or art pieces, and the workplace. Relating back
to the classic Disney cartoons, something else to think about is Disney movies are the female villans like
Ursula, Maleficent, and the Evil Queen from Snow White. Men were portrayed in these films as head over
heels for this new image that came about for women. If we see stereotypes in film, it's because stereotypes
existed in society. They set the basis for gender equality in media operations and editorial content. It advocates
for equal representation of women. The researchers express that the issue of stereotypical gender roles in these
platforms of media leads to closed minded effects on youth. These stereotypes are blatantly present within
magazine covers. Young people are more likely to purchase products endorsed by social media personalities
such as Instagram models in hopes of getting that model's body type when in reality the figures are likely
attained through plastic surgery. On second thoughts, have they? They are part of a phenomenon called the
"girling" of older women, where the protagonists and celebrities are portrayed as being just as excited and
entitled to be going out on dates as younger women. Meg, the female counterpart is a highly sexualized
character, while different from Disney Princesses in that she is aggressive, sassy, and outspoken. Who says
confetti is feminine? USC Annenberg. Alex is also a white, college-educated woman, who lived a luxurious
lifestyle; aligning her within racial and socioeconomic stereotype of femme lesbians 7 Hannell. The media did
not want her to succeed, her addiction was treated as a joke and she was ridiculed. Advertisements show that a
man alone can dominate an entire picture, whereas women are portrayed as collective beings. Women and
femininity are defined as weak, submissive, vulnerable, dependent, emotional, nurturing, and targets of
attention 5 Gender. Rick, despite being someone who often hits the extreme, would not have resorted to such
brute speech. Atlantic Media Company, 14 Dec. Eating disorders are presumed to mainly affect teenage girls,
but they are starting to become more common in middle aged women. Female Roles[ edit ] The gender-related
content in advertising in the past as well as today portray females with certain labels.


